
 
 

Hispanic Council on Federal Employment  

Twenty-Second Public Meeting 

March 3, 2015 

 

On March 3, 2015, the Hispanic Council on Federal Employment (HCFE) held its twenty-second 

public meeting at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) in Washington, D.C. 

Participants included: 

 

Name Title and Organization 

Katherine Archuleta Director, OPM and HCFE Co-Chair 

Junish Arora (alternate for Nimesh Patel) via 

teleconference  

Senior Program Manager, Diversity & Inclusion, 

Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer, 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

Georgia Coffey Deputy Assistant Secretary for Diversity and 

Inclusion, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 

Alicia Diaz 

Executive Director of Legislative Affairs, 

Hispanic Association of Colleges and 

Universities (HACU) 

David Dominguez via teleconference 
National President, National Hispanic Coalition 

of Federal Aviation Employees (NHCFAE) 

Al Gallegos President, National Association of Hispanic 

Federal Executives (NAHFE) 

Maria Holleran Rivera Past President, Hispanic National Bar 

Association (HNBA) 

Frank Lopez Senior Vice President of Corporate 

Development, Association of Latino 

Professionals For America (ALPFA) 

Jimmy Ortiz Vice President, Government Relations, National 

Society of Hispanic MBAs (NSHMBA) 

Jacqueline Padron (alternate for William 

Milton) via teleconference 

Diversity and Inclusion Program Manager, 

Office of Human Resources Management, 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) 

Mary Pletcher Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human Capital 

and Diversity, Department of the Interior (DOI) 

Roger Rivera via teleconference President, National Hispanic Environmental 

Council (NHEC) 

Jose Rodriguez, MBA, CDFM via 

teleconference 

Chair and Chief Executive Officer (CEO), 

National Image, Inc. (Image) 

 Hector Sanchez Chair, National Hispanic Leadership Agenda 

(NHLA) and HCFE Co-Chair 

Wilfredo Sauri via teleconference Director, Data Analysis and Reporting, Office 
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of Human Resources and Director, Diversity 

and Inclusion Division, Department of Health 

and Human Services (HHS) 

Dan Solis via teleconference CEO, President, National Organization for 

Mexican American Rights, Inc. (NOMAR) 

Zina Sutch, Ph.D. alternate for William 

Milton, Jr. 

Director, Diversity, Recruitment, and 

Work/Life Division, Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) 

Brent Wilkes via teleconference National Executive Director, League of United 

Latin American Citizens (LULAC) 

 

The following OPM employees participated in the meeting: Arianne Gallagher, Senior Policy 

Analyst, Planning and Policy Analysis; Luis Vasquez, Assistant Director of Public Engagement; 

Veronica Villalobos, Director, Office of Diversity and Inclusion (ODI) and Executive Director, 

HCFE. Approximately 9 members of the public and one member of the press participated in the 

meeting.  

 

Welcome from Co-Chairs and Introduction of 2015 Council Members (start time: 2:12 PM) 

Director Katherine Archuleta, Director, OPM 

Hector Sanchez, NHLA 

 

 Director Archuleta would like for the HCFE to meet at least every quarter.  

 OPM provided the new charter to HCFE members. It has been extended for a 2 year period 

including service through 2016. 

 HCFE give feedback, suggestions, support, and challenges regarding recruitment, 

engagement, diversity and inclusion (REDI). REDI is part of the President’s Management 

agenda. We’ll discuss recruitment, USAJOBS, untying knots, eliminating barriers, Pathways, 

partnerships with departments, agencies, and organizations. 

 

Director's 2015 Travel  
Luis Vasquez, Assistant Director of Public Engagement, OPM 

 

 In the last 15 months, the Director has been to Texas (TX), California (CA), the Northeast, 

and Florida (FL). 

 Vasquez presented on the Director’s Hispanic outreach and provided a heat map of her 

travel. 

 Mr. Vasquez is originally from the Bronx, New York. He moved to Washington, D.C. from 

Florida. 

 In Los Angeles, the Director visited Mother of Many, a non-profit org bridging the science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) and information technology (IT) career 

divide among middle-school African Americans and Latinos. 

 In July, the Director will go to the LULAC conference, including the Federal Training 

Institute Naturalization Ceremony. 

 The Director held a roundtable with women veterans at Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio, 

TX. 
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 The Director visited Texas Woman’s University, an emerging Hispanic-serving Institution 

(HSI). She kicked off a USAJOBS focus group.  

 The Director had recent trips to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Atlanta, Georgia. 

 Data informs where OPM goes. ODI has provided data sets and heat maps used to propose 

trips for the Director. 

 Going forward, when the Director is on the road, OPM will look at areas with the highest 

concentration of employees.  

 The Director will go to Kansas City, Missouri (MO) next week. Then, she is going to Denver 

where she will visit the Community College of Denver and join a recruiting fair. 

 She also visited two other community colleges.  

 Federal Executive Boards (FEBs) were created to facilitate coordination and communication 

among agencies outside of the beltway. Many programs are impacted by local Federal 

employees. By the end of June, Director Archuleta will have visited 18 of the 28 FEBs. FEBs 

have the best pulse on local hiring needs. OPM looks forward to integrating them in future 

campus visits. Vasquez invited HCFE members to provide recommendations related to 

Director Archuleta’s future visits. She said many FEBs are engaged in mentoring and 

coaching at local universities and high schools. A typical FEB has just over 100 members. 

That amplifies the Director’s message. 

 VA asked about the Director’s tentative schedule. VA will launch the Student Outreach and 

Retention (SOAR) Program, which is part of their Hispanic Employment, Retention, and 

Outreach (HERO) Strategic Plan. VA is working with Valencia Community College and 

Florida International University (FIU). In the mid to late summer, VA will sign a 

memorandum of understanding (MOU) related to outreach and internships. VA requested to 

coordinate that with Director Archuleta’s schedule. She agreed. Not all qualifications for 

STEM fields require a four year degree. Community colleges are a rich area for STEM. FIU 

is the largest HSI. VA said community colleges are a ripe talent source for Federal 

employees. Director Archuleta said the Jersey Area, where OPM went to two community 

colleges focusing on STEM, will be a rich pool of diversity.  

 Over the last 12 months, the Director learned that speaking with students is an important 

aspect of what to do on visits to college campuses. After dozens of conversations with 

students, Director Archuleta knows that career counselors, professors, and advisors are 

people she should talk to. They do not know what is available in the Federal Government and 

are unaware of Pathways and other incentives to bring interns and college graduates into the 

Federal Government. Director Archuleta just returned from Willsboro campus in FL, where 

she developed an agreement with the schools at that college and the university campuses who 

do not speak with each other. They have agreed to talk. At the end of March, OPM will send 

a team there to figure out how to bring the students out of Tampa. 

 In Jersey City and Redding, the community colleges are eager. No one has ever reached out 

to them. Their students are gaining the skills and experiences the government needs.  

 VA is working to reach out to career counselors and be an on-site presence out of college 

counseling centers. Director Archuleta said she would love to help kick off VA’s SOAR 

Program. 

 FL is discovering the rich environment they have on their campuses regarding Hispanic 

students and are reaching out to OPM. Director Archuleta will be the commencement speaker 

at Miami Dade College. They understand the reach to government is important. They want to 

show role models. 
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 Mr. Vasquez discussed the HSIs Director Archuleta has visited. 12 out of the 21 campuses 

she has visited have been HSIs.  

 Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HCBUs), Asian American and Pacific Islander 

(AAPI), and tribal colleges are also on OPM’s radar. 

 Director Archuleta referenced a playbook OPM brings to campus visits. OPM went to 

Hillsborough and University of South Florida. The top 21 Federal occupations in FL were 

referenced in relation to showing how their programs align with the government’s needs. 

They also discussed trends about future occupations the government will need. 

 Director Archuleta discussed 1,643 air traffic controllers currently in FL. 40 percent of all 

Federal employees are eligible to retire soon. The numbers changed daily because people are 

leaving. The government has an opportunity. The need for more air traffic controllers will be 

there because of the aging workforce. Students and career counselors can see if their course 

work matches where the government has needs in their area.  

 Mr. Vasquez said changing the government language to make it more understandable to 

career services can help. 

 A participant referenced the Airway Transportation Systems Specialist vacancy that went out 

on Monday, which is an occupation that relates to community colleges. Director Archuleta 

said the government can use applicant flow data to show where those skills might be, so the 

government can target those schools. OPM can talk with the participant about scholarships 

and benefits of joining the government. It is effective also to use networks on the HCFE to 

get the word out and engage the HCFE in using OPM’s social media. 

 Ms. Villalobos asked the HCFE to contact OPM as soon as possible to align their 

conferences with Director Archuleta’s schedule. She has been to LULAC, Image, and the 

National Council of La Raza. Director Archuleta is interested in focusing on STEM areas.  

 NHCFAE said Director Archuleta visited the Federal Aviation Administration. The 2015 

conference will be in Atlanta, Georgia. NHCFAE will reach out to Ms. Villalobos to invite 

Director Archuleta to the 2015 conference for the Department of Transportation and FAA.  

 Mr. Sanchez raised the question of how to make the correlation to these visits and their real 

impact. Director Archuleta said she was in Macon, Georgia at OPM’s IT Project 

Management Office. OPM is looking at USAJOBS NextGen and how to have applicants self-

identify how they learned about job openings or if OPM can give a number to track 

applications. The highest numbers of applicants on USAJOBS are from about Boston to 

about the South and the Western Coast and East Coast and parts of TX. They are areas with 

the highest populations. Why TX? NSHMBA said that organizations like HACU help bring 

people to the D.C. area. A participant on the phone said that being at headquarters in TX, 

they promote USAJOBS a lot. Director Archuleta said that is an example of concentrated 

efforts paying off. OPM is beginning to look at mining information from USAJOBS to 

understand who the applicants are. Since it is self-identification, OPM does not always know 

the true numbers on race and ethnicity. OPM is using USAJOBS to conduct data mining 

regarding where applicants are coming from, who is applying, and what they are applying 

for. Many people are applying from Montana. OPM is finding out how many applicants there 

are for job categories. For example, if there are 5,400 openings in the nursing area, then how 

much of that is going down or fluctuating over time or is it the same number? That tells 

Director Archuleta that OPM must talk to nursing schools and community colleges and 

higher institutions about what the government offers and the opportunity to develop 

curriculums on that. Director Archuleta is only going to places where it is effective to go to, 
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i.e., where college curriculums and students are. The heat maps and data mining will tell 

Director Archuleta about where she needs to be strategic and deep, not wide. Look into how 

to match needs with where the students are. 

 ALPFA asked if Director Archuleta is overlapping what was captured through USAJOBS 

and not captured from institutions’ enrollment regarding Hispanics and challenges of the 

government. To be effective in the government, there must be analytical data down deep 

within disciplines associated to where there is likely to be availability. Director Archuleta 

said USAJOBS is showing what the applicant pool looks like, but does not show availability. 

OPM must map the applicant pool and availability data. Director Archuleta wants to reach 

the mid-manager and mid-career people to replace people who will retire. OPM wants to 

focus on where the associations with those people are. Director Archuleta needs to be able to 

get into that to draw people. 

 NAHFE said when people recruit, they must discuss disciplines, but also leadership. There 

are executive positions in the government. Put the seed in their brains so they think they can 

become executives. Director Archuleta discusses that NAHFE said the young people coming 

in are coming into lower level positions and five to ten years from when millennials can 

become executives, the position are gone. She discussed the pipeline. Young people with the 

least experience are pushing managers and managers are pushing into leadership positions. 

Everyone must be able to move up. The REDI Roadmap covers engagement and senior 

leadership. 

 ALPFA discussed what other sectors are doing. Many corporate entities realize that they are 

not seeing to full fruition the investment they make organically with millennials. If they 

cannot move higher, they move elsewhere. They are looking at retaining and promoting. The 

NSHMBA representative said he thinks millennials are not patient at all. Director Archuleta 

said millennials are constantly moving. She has been studying the impact of millennials on 

the workforce. The tenure is much shorter than tenure has previously been with people who 

have stayed in the same jobs for a long time. Director Archuleta said OPM is trying to figure 

out how to best work with young people, but not have that as OPM’s only strategy. OPM is 

working with mid-managers and senior managers and bringing them into the government. 

Director Archuleta will look at the whole pipeline. A person can come in at different periods 

in their professional life. People can enter and leave government multiple times. People can 

experience five years, get tenure, leave, and come back. Director Archuleta said young 

people are much more interested in a five year period than a 20 year period. 

 

Status of OPM Recruitment, Engagement, Diversity and Inclusion (REDI) Roadmap  
Director Katherine Archuleta 

 

 Ms. Villalobos said what the Council discussed above is what the Director tasked them to do 

in REDI. OPM will have the REDI rollout on Thursday. OPM showed the REDI video that is 

available on the REDI webpage on OPM.gov.  

 Ms. Villalobos said OPM is ensuring that all of OPM’s efforts are data-driven. During the 

rollout, people will see the data OPM took into account when developing Roadmap, i.e. 

diversity and inclusion permeates recruitment and engagement. It is also about making 

USAJOBs better. 

 There are e-platforms across government. 

 OPM is holding senior managers accountable for REDI. 
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 The HCFE has informed this to a great extent. After the kickoff, OPM will form HCFE 

meeting agendas around REDI.  

 Director Archuleta said REDI is not the Hispanic group. REDI is about making the 

workforce look like the people it serves. This is about REDI for all people we are recruiting, 

e.g., people with disabilities, women, African Americans, Native Americans, Hispanics, and 

etc. 

 Every initiative under REDI is held within a work plan with dates, goals, and measurements. 

Everything is associated with a data point. 

 NAHFE said that is a good template for a non-profit to gauge what is happening in 

government. Director Archuleta said in each of these areas, it reflects what she has heard 

from the HCFE and others regarding fixing USAJOBS, untying knots, committing to D&I, 

and training leaders to lead well. This all comes together under the REDI Roadmap. NAHFE 

said Hispanic organizations can take this and tell people about what the government is doing. 

Director Archuleta said OPM would be happy to speak about this to organizations. 

 Ms. Villalobos said on Thursday, people will get the long version, short version, and slides. 

 Agencies are being engaged through the Chief Human Capital Officers Council (CHCOC), 

which deals with recruitment and hiring, as well as untying knots. OPM is working with the 

VA and DOI on untying knots.  Ms. Villalobos said this will be included in a digital event on 

Thursday at 1:30 PM. OPM will show it to the D&I Directors invited to ODI’s meeting this 

week. OPM is reaching affinity groups, D&I Directors, and equal employment opportunity 

professionals. People from the colleges that the Director has visited are invited, too.  

 ALPFA said there is a significant reliance on technology. People say USAJOBS technology 

is outdated. The ALPFA representative raised a question about how deep the plan gets at the 

paradigm shift that may be necessary. Director Archuleta said OPM will discuss the total 

revamp of USAJOBS NextGen, which will be complete this year. Improvements began two 

to three days before the meeting. Every 12 weeks, there will be additional improvements. 

Into the beginning of 2016, during the first quarter, it will be completely revamped and be 

more user-friendly, will give applicant feedback and support, be able to use social media, and 

be able to do training on how to fill out an application and training on how to do a federal 

resume. OPM is working with Chief Human Capital Officers on simplifying job opportunity 

announcements (JOAs). OPM is working on a pilot basis to redevelop and rewrite their 

JOAs, so they are in plain English, so there will be a better, more qualified applicant pool. 

When they are hard to understand, people automatically check that they are an expert in the 

field. OPM is strengthening the Pathways program and building special portals for Pathways 

on the USAJOBS portal.  

 Since OPM is constantly monitoring what is happening on USAJOBs, OPM will be able to 

constantly improve it. OPM is using agile technology. Instead of waiting for the whole 

development, OPM keeps adding improvements to USAJOBS. 

 Mr. Sanchez said this opens a unique opportunity for the HCFE to discuss original goals, 

where they are in the context of REDI and moving forward, and what they would like to do 

after the implementation of REDI. He raised a question about what success is as the Hispanic 

Council. Director Archuleta said to add that to the next agenda. She said her frustration is 

that she talks a lot to the HCFE, but she needs to hear back from them regarding, e.g., what 

the HCFE, as an advisory committee, can do to support OPM’s efforts. She raised the 

question about what the HCFE wants to hear about and discuss. Director Archuleta said that 
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she would feel more comfortable if there is more direction from the HCFE about what she 

does not know. HCFE members are across the country. 

 NSHMBA has 40 chapters in the United States and Puerto Rico, e.g., in Kansas City, MO 

and Louisville, Kentucky. Their national conference will be in Chicago from October 8-12. 

Rafaela Schwan, Vice President, Programs and Development, NSHMBA, said that she is 

working on a section on government. There are younger people who would be interested in 

Pathways. There are also mid and senior career people. Mr. Ortiz said that he can send 

information to, e.g., the Denver chapter regarding Fish and Wildlife Service jobs in Denver, 

Colorado. Ms. Villalobos said Puerto Rico is part of the REDI Roadmap. By Friday, 

members will have the REDI materials. She asked HCFE members to look at them as 

homework and help develop the agenda. 

 ALPFA has 135 student chapters. HACU has a larger foot print. ALPFA raised the question 

about how to become strategic and impactful and understand that they are aligned. ALPFA 

would like to be up to speed as soon as possible regarding the history and be more directed in 

their efforts to assist OPM within their limited resources. They will do everything they can if 

they know it will be impactful and help OPM’s efforts. They said they need to make sure to 

move the needle a little faster. ALPFA said learn about where people find out about jobs is 

important. Director Archuleta said an area that would be helpful to FAA, VA, and DHS 

would be getting help getting the jobs out and helping the HCFE get the word out to their 

networks of 1,000s of 1,000s of Hispanics following them. The more OPM can use the 

HCFE’s networks, the better. Ms. Schwan said that of the 1,700 controllers, 18 percent were 

Hispanic. She said they were successful in their work with the FAA to get word out on air 

traffic controllers. They advertised the position in Spanish in this last offering. It is important 

to cross-channel information requests so organizations can help with the outreach for Federal 

agencies. Any policy out of D.C. will not work if it does not hit the grassroots. They have 

another job where they partnered with OPM, Congress, and others to get the word out. The 

HCFE must take the leadership from the Director, policy recommendations, and information 

from throughout the country and bring that to the Director.  Director Archuleta discussed 

how OPM is helping DOI and parks to increase diversity candidates. If they make those 

announcements to the HCFE for the diversity, that is another network that is available to 

them. The combined network of everyone on the HCFE is tens of thousands, if not more. 

NAHFE, it is not just about jobs; it is also about making the Federal Government a better 

place for Hispanics, regarding how to get promoted, trained, move up and etc. Director 

Archuleta agreed 90 percent, but 10 percent will be about diverse groups. When there is a 

workforce that looks like America at all levels, that means they will be in the leadership 

roles. It is not just about the numbers; it is also about engagement. NAHFE asked how they 

will make a Hispanic person feel empowered in the Federal Government.  

 ALPFA discussed media to get the message out with consistency. ALPFA said it boils down 

to jobs and metrics about where they are and where they want to be.  

 HACU discussed their upcoming conference at the last conference. Colleagues in San 

Antonio prepared a proposal for OPM to consider. The HACU representative recommended 

that OPM consider the student track. HACU will send that directly to Director Archuleta. 

 NHCFAE said a challenge is that the strategy that other agencies use and the succession 

planning are very different. It is important to promote employee resource groups. In FAA, 

they created an employee forum that funds travel to Washington, D.C., create a plan, and 

shares the plan with the administrator and human resources (HR). For example, regarding the 
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announcements about to go out, NHCFAE got an invitation to provide a subject matter expert 

(SME). That is a partnership that Director Archuleta alluded to. With the employee base and 

leadership support, there will be results.  

 

 

 

Engagement and Unlock Talent  
Arianne Gallagher, Senior Policy Analyst, Planning and Policy Analysis, OPM 

 

 Ms. Villalobos said this relates to engaging, including, and developing employees and 

holding people accountable for that. This also relates to the people and culture part of the 

President’s Management Agenda. 

 Ms. Gallagher presented on the engagement part of REDI. OPM, the Office of Management 

and Budget (OMB), and the White House Presidential Personnel Office (PPO) recently 

released a memorandum (Memo).  

 Ms. Gallagher discussed the President’s Management Agenda’s engagement sub-goal. 

 Ms. Gallagher said hiring reform, SES reform, and engagement are a three-legged stool. 

 Many agencies are targeting specific components, looking at data, and finding ways to drill 

deep to make improvements.  

 Ms. Gallagher said the engagement data from the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey 

(FEVS) is spread to senior leadership well, but not as much to the manager and field office 

level. Please ensure the data is given to managers so they can drive improvements. 

 Ms. Gallagher discussed takeaways from the OPM/OMB/PPO Memo, including the 

definition of employee engagement, removing barriers to accomplish tasks that have a 

positive impact on citizens, and the understanding that employee engagement is not an HR 

function and that it must be tied to mission outcomes and success.  

 Ms. Gallagher will give the link to the memo to Ms. Villalobos so that HCFE members can 

receive it. 

 Ms. Gallagher mentioned the appendices of the memo.  

 She also talked about the President addressing the SES on December 19th. OPM opened 

Unlock Talent to all SES members, or about 9,000 people. This is a way to ensure senior 

leaders have access to engagement data. 

 OPM is providing agencies with data and data visualizations.  

 Ms. Gallagher presented on UnlockTalent.gov. She covered the FEVS, e.g. how satisfied 

people are with their jobs. She covered Enterprise Human Resources Integration (EHRI) and 

numbers of employees. Director Archuleta discussed agile technology. OPM is using agile 

technology with UnlockTalent.gov. OPM has two user tests this week. OPM would like to 

ensure that the dashboard is user-centric. OPM’s web team and data teams have done a lot of 

work on UnlockTalent.gov. OPM is creating a tool that can provide value to various agencies 

with varying missions.  

 Ms. Gallagher discussed why they built UnlockTalent.gov.  

 She conducted a demonstration of the UnlockTalent.gov dashboard. She used the OPM main 

landing page; every agency gets their own dashboard and landing page. There are over 9,200 

users and over 85 agencies which take the FEVS. VA asked where to find it. A person needs 

log on information to access UnlockTalent.gov. All SES, CHCOs, and senior leaders have 
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access and have administrative capabilities to add users. Agencies provide access to the 

dashboard.  

 NAHFE asked if there is a technical reason why a non-profit cannot look at agencies’ 

information. Ms. Gallagher said the dashboard is driven by agency data, e.g. VA could see 

their data populated from the FEVS. OPM is working on ways to make data more public. 

They are working on the Community of Practice section and making that data public. OPM 

created a government-wide report on the FEVS and released that to the public. Director 

Archuleta discussed protecting information and figuring out legal issues. Ms. Villalobos said 

OPM also has the Workforce-At-A-Glance with race, disability, sex, New IQ scores, and etc. 

Within the next few months, there will be numbers by agencies. That is available to the 

public. ALPFA discussed putting aggregate information by agency available to the public. 

Ms. Villalobos said OPM will share some of those links. She also mentioned FedScope. Ms. 

Gallagher said each agency is required by law to publish their FEVS results. OPM is working 

to integrate those reports with UnlockTalent.gov. NAHFE said many agencies have different 

policies. Ms. Gallagher said different agencies publish that in different areas of their 

websites. UnlockTalent.gov provides a snapshot of the agency in terms or engagement 

scores, demographics (race, ethnicity, age), and where an agency’s workforce is in the 

country. Some OPM employees are in PA and Hawaii. OPM wants to incorporate 

demographic data into the map. A person can see the ethnicity break down by state. On the 

landing page, a person can see the employee engagement score over the past three years.  

 The employee engagement part of the site covers the employee engagement index, including 

about 15 questions from the survey. A person can compare agency subcomponents. 

 A person can also look at trend data filtered by a variety of areas. The tool can also go one 

additional component down, i.e., on the division level. Additionally, a person can filter 

employee engagement scores by demographic group, i.e., based on age, ethnicity, and etc. 

Furthermore, a person can compare to the agency-wide and Government-wide goals. 

 Director Archuleta says OPM uses this data to compare back to the strategic plan and in 

discussing with managers about areas for improvement. The EVS is a snapshot of a day in 

time. We must add more things into it. OPM is encouraging managers to not just rely on this 

tool, but also rely on other tools. 

 UnlockTalent.gov will also provide resources on next steps after discussions. Ms. 

Gallagher’s group is working with CHCOC on communities of practice, successful practices, 

and key enablers and barriers. The next big iteration of the site is about how to make content 

of the site public. They are also looking at how to provide catalogued, easy to find data that 

you can search by topic or tag so people can find content they are looking for.  

 The FDIC told OPM how they moved up in the FEVS ranking. UnlockTalent.gov provides 

videos on that. There are videos from the SES event on December 19. They are adding bite-

sized videos. 

 There is also a HR core metrics section within the HR Stat community of practice on 

UnlockTalent.gov.  

 Director Archuleta mentioned that there are 20,000 data points that compiled this; available 

to agencies and partners. They can drill down as far as they want to. Some agencies are 

looking at broadest categories and others are going office by office. 

 Ms. Gallagher said this was initially built on July 3, 2014. They Had 2 months to build out 

the rollout. There will be quarterly updates. They are constantly looking at ways to improve 

this and share data. Agencies want to be able to compare themselves to similarly situated 
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agencies. They are looking at ways to share data. VA gave kudos to Ms. Gallagher for giving 
the data so they can make intelligent decisions about how to invest resources. The survey 
team at OPM provides another analysis tool with granular data. OPM is working on giving 
agencies to that tool. OPM is working on connecting solutions among the tools. The survey 
team has been putting out a lot of great reports and data visualizations., i.e., on millennials 
and education. Ms. Gallagher’s group is looking at how to leverage the survey team’s work 
to make it easy for leadership to figure out where they want to focus resources. 

• Director Archuleta said OPM is working with universities and colleges so they can use this 
EVS data for their HR research. Kimya Lee is working closely with them. OPM was just in 
Atlanta at Georgia State which has a big research school – OPM is working with some of 
their graduate students. 

• Mr. Solis said they recently formed a chapter. He offered support for Director Archuleta’s 
college tour. Mr. Vasquez will get in touch with Mr. Solis. Director Archuleta will be out 
there next week. 

• Director Archuleta welcomed new members and thanked all members. She thanked Hector 
Sanchez for his leadership. We’re at a good turning point on how we’ll proceed over the next 
years. 

Public Comment  

There were no public comments. 

Conclusion and Adjournment 

• Director Archuleta adjourned the meeting at 4:03 PM. 

Certification 

Veronica Villalobos  
Executive Director,  
Hispanic Council on Federal Employment 
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